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About This Game

Sky Reper is a vertical reel flight shooting game. The player controls the different planes and fights over the city.

Each aircraft has three different means of attack

1: basic attack

2: Force attack

3: Bomb attack

The power of basic and power-up attacks is related to the player's current firepower. After destroying a specific enemy, the
player can eat a blue [Power Up] for up to 4 times. The power of the bomb is constant, and players can also get extra bombs by

destroying specific enemies.

The difficulty of the game will gradually increase with the level. It is definitely not an easy task to clear the customs. We will
wait for your challenge and hope to bring you joy.

We will continue to increase the content of the game, so that you are worth the money, thank you for your support.
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This game is a must play :D

PROS:
+Flawless mechanics
+Great art
+LIT soundtrack
+Difficulty increases as you advance

CONS:
-It's short

9.5/10. I will forever love this game!. you get her in noire's chapter :P. It's a good'un. I wish it focused on human enemies (many
weapon skills are useless on demons), and less complicated upgrade system for weapons. I also DO NOT like the distracting ki
spark system at all, which is necessary to master in order to quickly regain stamina. That said, it looks and plays great and there's
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of weapons and armor, and several unique fighting styles.. the best game... in the
world
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Starship Troopers & Aliens had a kid that was accidentally dropped on it's head but was still lovable & cute. There were a few
bugs (pun intended) but the level design was solid and weapons were alot of fun. Might need a bit of optimisation but still worth
it.. A very good JRPG with challenging fights and interesting storyline. I originally played on normal mode, but I have to switch
to easy just to rush the story line! One bad aspect of this game is the equipments. They are uninteresting and you need to keep
upgrading them on a regular basis to go forward. Past your 3rd or 4th equipment upgrade, you will get boring with them. The
items are quite nice. A few of them are quite helpful, but you most likely will never use 80% of them on your run. I'll make this
short.
Soul Calibur 6 is trash and every aspect of the game is under-developed. Online matchmaking is non-existent. Graphics are OK
at best. Custom character options are limited and they keep adding weird clothing parts. Reversal Edge, Critical Edge, and an
increase in tracking attacks will make you rage quit. The single player content is shallow, lacks rewards, and lazily done (a few
voice-over, but mostly text).

I don't think I'd even recommend this game when it's on sale.. Truthfully, I never normally play these types of games, but so far
I'm really liking this game!
It's so cute, it's interesting, it's simple, and has dope\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665music.
You should play it, it's a fun lil game. Played short with this, and here is some negatives:

- No Music
- Can't change controlls (Got a Z Board Fang keyboard without key H)
- To check controlls, need to quit from the game
- To fast died after one zombie hit
- No difficulty level

The new version is released with the following updates:
The new version is released with the following updates

1. Modify bugs such as game carton

2. Adjust the brightness of the game to make the bullets more obvious

3. Adjust the difficulty of the game to make it easier for the game to pass customs

4. Increase the left mouse button to launch bullets and the right mouse button to release bombs, so as to avoid the immovability
caused by keyboard and keyboard conflicts.. The game will be released in early February:
The game will be released in early February. Next we will continue to add new game content, thank you for your support.
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